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NUDISM BEING A HEAVEN FOR PART OF THE POPULATION
WHO WANTS TO BE NUDIST AND WHO DOES NOT

FRANCE - USA, 15.07.2015, 08:30 Time

USPA NEWS - Recently, writer Mark HASKELL SMITH spent a year immersing himself in the world of nudism. He talked about his
first stop in the "Desert Sun Resort in Palm Spring". After that, he went to several nudist resorts in EUROPE. The people who wear
clothes are "textiles". So, let's see more into details.

As the majority of people spend their life dressed, it exists an increasing part of the population - but still staying tiny comparing to the
global western population - believing that living without clothes at all time, provok some benefits to embrace nudism. No absessions on
material goods and obligations of shopping endlessly.

They also consider this as a real natural and very ancient lifestyle. The best alternative to our depressive conception of "happines".
Free of clothing means free spirit. As an expansion of this concept, many people find that they are more at peace with themselves and
others when they are completely naked.

The perceived inner and social peace is a strong draw for people from the mainstream who are seeking a less judgemental way of life.
Also, it is often associated with some forms of erotism or sensuality, but still, many nudists argue that the connection between nudism
and erotism is a significant misrepresentation of their personal values.

Nudism suffers very often in our modern society moving towards a certain conservatism, of a negative social stigma. Some nudists
choose to carry our their social life entirely within their circle of like-minded friends. Some others, choose to be friend, date and
subsequently marry non-nudists. 
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